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President’s Message

NO JULY NTAS MEETING
The NORTH TEXAS
ARCHEOLOGICAL
SOCIETY (NTAS)
meeting for July 9th
will be canceled.
NTAS meetings are
free and visitors are
always welcome
(see Page 3 for the
location and directions).
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As we enter yet another month
under a quasi-quarantine, the campus
of the University of North Texas
Health Science Center is still not fully
open for visitors, meetings, etc.
Therefore, we have had to cancel our
scheduled July meeting. However,
change is in the air. The NTAS Board
is exploring the possibility of conducting upcoming monthly meetings
(perhaps beginning in August) via
Zoom or another digital platform, allowing all interested members to
“attend” the meetings from home,
hear the announcements, listen to live
lectures, and hopefully even ask questions following the presentations. As
soon as we have all of the details
worked out, we will notify everyone
of the relevant dates, times, access
instructions, etc., for any virtual meetings.
Even though we all miss seeing our
fellow NTAS members at in-person
meetings and we are saddened by not
having the opportunity to participate
in the TAS field school this year, I
know that members really appreciated
being able to read the articles and
look at the photos submitted by
NTAS members for the May newsletter. I am sure the same is true for this
month’s newsletter. Thanks to everyone who contributed to the last two

James Everett, President

newsletters and please continue to
submit material for future newsletters.
One thing I noticed recently while
updating the 2020 NTAS Member
Roster is that almost one-third of our
members had failed to renew their
NTAS membership this year. I believe
that most nonrenewals are due to the
fact that we have not been able to
meet in person and be reminded of
the need to renew. Another contributing factor is that our online payment
system does not “get along with”
Chrome, so members who have attempted to complete online renewals
using Chrome as their browser have
not been successful. A few weeks ago,
I sent individual emails to the 40
NTAS members who had not yet renewed their memberships for 2020,
pointing out the need for them to renew their memberships. So far, about
Continued on Page 2
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30 of our members still need to renew for 2020. If you know anyone who has not been able to renew
their NTAS membership because they use Chrome as their browser or anyone who has a question concerning their membership status, please let me know.
Many members of the Texas Archeological Society (TAS) have told me that they prefer not to receive
a paper copy of the annual Bulletin of the TAS (BTAS). Printing and mailing a paper copy of the BTAS to
members who do not really want a paper copy results in unnecessary costs for the Society. This year,
TAS has made a digital copy of the BTAS available to members through the TAS website until a decision
can be made concerning when to print the 2020 BTAS and how many copies to produce and mail. The
TAS Board of Directors has asked all TAS members to complete a survey on the website, letting the
Board know which members prefer not to receive a printed copy of the BTAS in 2020 and also in future
years. If you are a TAS member and have not completed the online BTAS Member Preference Survey,
please do so as soon as you can.

Executive Order and Environmental Regulations
The Society for Historical Archaeology sent the following email on June 8, 2020 in regards to a recent
executive order. Several other archeological organizations have sent similar correspondence and have
information regarding the order.
President Trump signed an Executive Order on June 4 directing federal agencies to waive
environmental regulations to speed up infrastructure projects under the auspices of responding to the “economic emergency” presented by the COVID-19 pandemic. The good news is
that the Order does not attempt to create a blanket waiver of environmental regulations but
is limited to directing agencies to use existing emergency authorities to expedite projects.
Nonetheless, the Society for Historical Archaeology (SHA) and our historic preservation
partners have great concerns that agencies will invoke the Executive Order to limit public
involvement in federal projects, to deprive tribes of their rights to government-togovernment consultation, and to limit consideration of impacts to historical archaeological
sites and other heritage resources.
Please go the following link to learn more about this Executive Order:
https://heritagecoalition.org/coalition-analyzes-executive-order-curtailing-public-involvementin-federal-permitting/
How You Can Help: Let us know when you see agencies attempting to invoke this Executive Order on projects on which you work or on projects you hear about. We need to
know how the Order is being applied so that we can formulate the most effective responses.
Send any information on such projects to both Terry Klein at tklein@srifoundation.org and
Marion Werkheiser at marion@culturalheritagepartners.com

An Update and a Thank You from Lloyd
We just received an update from Lloyd Erwin. Unfortunately, his cancer has returned once again and he
is potentially facing yet another major surgery. True to form, Lloyd is fighting back with all his strength.
Charlene says that Lloyd’s resilience comes from his “grit and his great big heart”. Lloyd wants NTAS
members to know how much he appreciates the good wishes and the many cards he has received and he
asks that we keep sending those his way.
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NTAS Monthly Meeting Location & Directions
NTAS meets at 7:30 p.m. on the second Thursday of each month (except
June and December) at the University
of North Texas Health Science Center, 3500 Camp Bowie Boulevard, Fort
Worth (in the Research and Education Building, Room 114), near
the intersection of Camp Bowie and
Montgomery Street.
Traveling west on I-30 from downtown, take the Montgomery Street exit. Turn right on Montgomery and continue to the five-way intersection at
Camp Bowie. Turn right onto Camp
Bowie, followed by an immediate left
onto Clifton Street. Turn into the
first parking lot on the left
(Administrator and Visitor Parking). You will drive past an information booth as you enter the
parking lot. Park on the far
(north/west) end of the parking
lot and enter the Research and
Education building. Once you enter the building, turn right and
proceed down the hallway to
Room 114.

Update Your Calendar - NTAS Monthly Meeting Speakers
July 9th: No Meeting
August 13th: To Be Determined
September 10th: Elizabeth Nelson

Welcome New NTAS Member:
Sophie Frankel
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Quarantine Slide Scanning Project
Skipper Scott
During quarantine I have been involved in an interesting project.
Mr. Bob Stiba passed away, sadly, last year. Bob was the ultimate field technician and had a resume of
fieldwork that is among the most amazing in Texas archeology history. Bob kept a prodigious personal
photo collection. His photographs begin in 1969 working for Dr. Dee Ann Story at the Davis Site and
continue into the 1990s. Bob worked for CAR, TAS/TARL, TxA&M, TxDOT, TTU, and even with Dennis Stanford. Grant Hall and Steve Black are also helping document his amazing career.
I tackled his slide collection (work pic below). I completed the first half of it in May - over 1600 scans
(about 40% of the pictures taken). Bob’s brother (James) wants his slides to be available to anyone interested, just be sure to credit him as the photographer. A couple of his extraordinary pictures follow the
quarantine working pic below. If anyone has a specific interest I can provide a catalog of projects photographed.
Skipper’s home workspace (below)
Images from the Bob Stiba collection (Page 5):
-Elton Prewitt, 1975, Bayou Loco (top left)
-Corner-tang knives from Allen’s Creek, 41AU36 (top right)
-An amazing view of the Mound C at the George C. Davis site, 1969. (bottom)
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If I’m Not Napping, I’m Knapping
Eddie Osburn
I'm still knapping almost every day. I've done more flintknapping in the past weeks than I have in the
past year. One piece is a replica of a Folsom spear point. It is a little large for a typical Folsom and the
two people who have seen it have guessed it to be a Clovis, but I intended it to be a Folsom. I used a
knapping jig mounted on a table in the back yard to do the fluting. I do not know what type of flint, but it
has that slick, soapy feel that many have said is a sure sign it has been heat treated.
The second piece I'm displaying is made from Deschutes jasper which came from a tiny five-acre site
in Oregon (the only place it is found). That site is closed today because it is now within the boundary of a
park. Deschutes started out as mud, mostly from volcanic ash which over time solidified into its presentday form. I purposely deviated from my customary style by making this piece with a convex dovetail base
(which I seldom do).
The next piece is a replica of a Montell drill. It is made with a piece of amber agate from California. It
did not start out to be a drill, but during construction a quarter inch deep chip popped out of one side.
My initial thought was to throw the whole thing away, but I realized making a drill would produce an interesting finished piece.
The fourth point is made from Polychrome jasper from Madagascar. It is a replica of an Agee arrowhead that was used in Northeast Texas Caddo sites from 1200-700 BP. The Agee was carefully knapped
and is a beautifully sculpted piece. As you know the Caddos were a matriarch society and I don't believe
the women chiefs were going to allow ugly arrowheads. It is estimated that there are only about 1,000
authentic pieces known to exist.
The last piece I'm showing at this time is a point made from Ocean Wave agate also from Madagascar.
It is a very pretty stone but was difficult to knap. The dark sections are very hard and it was nearly impossible to push a flake across. A close inspection will reveal step fractures that broke loose instead of
traveling through the material. Pretty, but I don't want to work on any more of this stuff.
I'm going to take some time off to let my hands rest up, then I've got some pieces of exotic glass to
work on.
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Field School Memory
Gen Freix
Since there will not be a TAS Field School
this year due to COVID-19, here is a Field
School memory from the 2006 Field School in
Paris, TX.
Jonelle Miller was the site secretary and I
was her assistant. We were sitting at two long
tables under a huge oak tree. Jonelle starts fanning herself with some of the site forms. Jay
Hornsby walks up and stacks bags and bags of
artifacts on the table for us to login. I pull several of the bags toward me and start the paperwork. Jonelle is still fanning herself.
I ask if she is OK? She fans faster and says
“I’m praying for a breeze.” Jay frowns at us and
states “What are you two talking about?” “You
are sitting in the shade, we are in the sun; I
have been praying for clouds.” Another person
walks up with an armful of bags and says “My
prayer is for dirt that is softer than cement.”
Ron Jorgenson has been behind us, leaning
on the oak tree, drinking water. I turn to him
and remark “That is what we need, an Archeologist Prayer.” He nods his head and says
“Yep”. Then he picks up his camp stool and a
discarded site form and walks around to the
other side of the tree.
Doug Taylor had stopped to adjust his camera equipment and calls to Ron, “don’t forget
to include good photographers in the prayer.”
15 – 20 minutes later as Ron is heading back
to his unit, he hands Jonelle and me the following on the back of the discarded site form.

An Archeologist Prayer
Lord, would you hold us
In your hands like sharp trowels
To do your good work on earth.
May we ride cool breezes
Late into the afternoons
And discover through the surveys
And excavation why we are here,
And how we are tied to the land
Like the people who passed
Before us in this great state.
Please guide our hands
As we expose artifacts
And work through time
Centimeter by centimeter.
Make our crew chiefs congenial
Our line angles true
And all of our floors level.
Give us shade on the site,
Companionship and good food in camp,
Simplify our paperwork and
Grant us the softest of soil,
Free of roots and unwanted rocks
Most of all, Lord, do something
About the five o’clock wake up calls
And encourage the photographers
To carefully compose their shots
To flatter us, and not show us
From behind, bending over our work.
Attributed to Dr. Charles A. Stone
Written at TAS Field School, 2006

A note from the Editor
Molly Hall
I want to express my profound gratitude for the contributions from members for the May and July
newsletters! The call for these articles was inspired by the lack of personal interaction among our members during the worldwide pandemic, but I truly hope content like this continue to come even after
things return to “normal.” It is inspiring to read about your treasured memories, diverse skills, and “side”
projects. I know that most of these activities are things you all would have been doing even without the
current situation, so I hope these articles might inspire you to recognize the contributions you are making to the world of archeology and share them more regularly with your fellow NTAS members in the
near future.
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2012 TAS Field School—Devils River SNA
Chris Meis
All Field Schools offer unique discoveries, atmospheres, and challenges, but for me, the Devils River
Field School was the most memorable. After years of reading about this wild, scenic, and pristine river it
was finally a chance to spend time in this remote part of Texas where the private landowners fervently
guard any intrusion on this storied river. Thinking that I was past the age to float large stretches of this
river, I was full of anticipation! This Field School was focused on surveying significant portions of the
17,639-acre TPWD property trying to locate new archeological sites. High priority items were rock shelters, rock art, and burned-rock middens. There were 14 survey crews with each crew assigned a sector
of several hundred acres. After our initial planning trip and hiking to the Crab and Sunrise Shelters, I
knew it would be a spectacular field school full of rock art and habitation site discoveries. The “thrill of
the hunt” is what makes survey work so interesting and rewarding.
The Field School accomplished its mission of assisting TPWD in gathering data for some 6,200 acres
of the State Natural Area. The 263 TAS volunteers donated around 7,500 hours of archeological work
that week.
As important as the archeology is at a Field School, it is also those interpersonal experiences that you
remember years later. Some of those memories:
• Seeing the Command & Control function of TPWD was impressive to witness. It was reassuring also
considering the vastness of the rough canyons, the cholla cactus, the sotol, the lechuguilla, the rattlesnakes, and the registrants with no sense of direction nor the foresight to show up dressed properly
for hiking in 100+ temperatures over very rough terrain. Not sure what would cause some college
kids to show up in shorts and sandals; very perplexing! It was a miracle that no one fell off of a cliff,
broke any limbs, nor got bitten by a rattlesnake !
• Sector 15 was a great group of knowledgeable, dedicated crew members. Several NTAS member
were on my crew making it entertaining and over the years they have become valued friends.
• Back-tracking over the hills trying to locate crew members who couldn’t keep up with their hiking
buddy. Having a crew member lost for a couple of hours was stressful, but was resolved when I made
it back to the truck and found her sitting there very upset.

Sector 15 Survey Crew: Brad Dougher, Marianne Sharp, Carey Sharp, Gena Roberts, Chris Meis, Don Williamson,
Sylvia Gunn-Orton and Benny Roberts
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Passing through the Border Patrol checkpoint and seeing Robin and Ann Matthews singled out, sitting
in folding chairs alongside the road, and looking helpless while the agents searched their vehicle. Yes,
TAS attracts a diverse group of individuals.
• Standing on the outer edge of the pour-off near Buzzards Roost and seeing Big Satan Canyon spread
out below you. Humbling and inspirational.
I hope that each of you get to experience this strikingly beautiful part of Texas sometime in your life.
You will never forget the color of the Devils River flowing through those canyons.
•

Carey Sharp, Chris Meis, Brad Dougher, and Sylvia Gunn-Orton on a pour-off formation

A New Friend at Camp Wood
Charlene Erwin
Chris Meis and the lemur, taken on June 11, 2017, during
the field school at Camp Wood, is one of my favorites. It
demonstrates that studying archeology in a natural setting
often provides unusual or surprising moments. This little
lemur was a delight to see.
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The Importance of Photo Documentation in Historic Cemeteries
Jeff Campbell, Executive Director, Plano Conservancy for Historic Preservation
For a Historic Preservationist, like myself, how can I stay productive in the age of Corona and Social
Distancing? Fortunately I work on a lot of historic cemetery restoration projects. Right now I spend a lot
of my time on photo documentation of the gravestones in these cemeteries.
Last autumn we had the unfortunate experience of a tornado touching down and destroying two of
our historic cemeteries (Young and Rowlett Creek Cemeteries in Plano, Texas). There was major tree
damage and some of the gravestones were knocked over and damaged due to the high winds. Luckily, the
tornado did not cause any major damage or injuries in the adjacent neighborhoods.
Fortune also shined on us when the City of Plano, Texas offered an emergency grant to restore both
of the cemeteries. It was very obvious to see the tree damage in the two cemeteries. However a question came up on whether the damaged gravestones were due to the storm or were they damaged from a
pre-tornado incident.
We had restored Young Cemetery two years ago, so we had photo documentation of the gravestones there. Rowlett Creek Cemetery has not been restored yet so we had a hard time assessing what
was damaged by the storm. We used sites like a findagrave.com, partial documentation from a local
Daughters of the American Revolution group and pictures we had taken for our Arcadia book “Plano’s
Historic Cemeteries”.
In December we received the emergency grant from the Plano City Council. All of the tree and debris work has been completed and the gravestone work was scheduled to be finished in April and May.
The incident has led us to start a photo documentation project of our area’s historic cemeteries. Also it
has allowed me to stay productive during this unprecedented age we are living in.
After we complete the initial photo documentation our plan is to conduct an annual site visit to see if
anything has changed. Photo documentation is not only important for situations like a natural disaster but
gravestones can also become damaged in other ways. Weathering over time, vandalism, and even a car
accident can damage gravestones. Photo documentation is an excellent way to document what’s there
and in the worst case scenario, what was there.
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The Archeological Site Record of Texas

The systems used to record archeological sites in
Texas have evolved with the discipline for over 100
years. From the earliest sites recorded in Texas to
our site recording process today, there is a phenomenal history of hard work and science behind
the modern archeological site record for Texas. A
background on the various systems used for recording sites is important to understand how we
record sites today, and importantly, where site records are located for researchers. Several institutions, agencies, organizations and other archeological authorities were interviewed by the author for
this article. This article explains that records for
Texas are not all centrally located online through
the Texas Historical Commission’s (THC) Archeological Sites Atlas (a restricted access database).
And provides considerations for researchers who
are interested in a thorough record of previously
recorded archeological sites within their area of
interest.
Part of the background for a history of site recording in Texas was developed by asking a series
of interview questions to representatives or former

affiliates of institutions, agencies, and organizations
around Texas. The four basic questions that were
asked include: 1) What year did the institution
begin to collect archeological site records? 2) What
are the oldest site records housed at the institution
(these could be donated and therefore older than
the earliest sites recorded by the institution)? 3)
What year did the institution begin to submit site
records for trinomials? And 4) Does the institution
continue to use an institution site recording system
versus trinomials? The results of these interviews
are broadly provided in the considerations on the
archeological site record of Texas.
Earliest Record of Archeological Sites
Early observations about archeological sites, or
ruins, were made prior to formal site recording in
Texas. Some of the earliest observations on archeological sites prior to a formalized scientific record
are found in historical newspaper articles, photos,
graffiti, and so forth. But details are provided here
about two early expeditions into the southwestern
United States during the 1800s because these are
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referenced in Volume 1 of the Bulletin of the Texas
Archaeological and Paleontological Society. M. L.
Crimmins (1929:23) discusses the archeology within
the El Paso region and briefly mentions John Russell
Bartlett’s 1850-1853 border survey for the United
States and Mexican Boundary Commission.
Further background and detail on Bartlett’s expedition and observations in Texas are relevant for
this article due to the scientific observations collected in Texas during this expedition. The Mexican
-American War ended in 1848 with the Treaty of
Guadalupe Hidalgo, part of which required Mexico
and the United States to precisely define the border. President Zachary Taylor appointed a wellknown and published intellectual, John Russell Bartlett, as the United States Commissioner to oversee
the expedition to survey and define the border. In
1850 by the time Bartlett left New York for Texas,
he had already founded the first national anthropological society in the United States, the American
Ethnology Society, and was a founding member or
member of other historical or antiquarian societies.
Bartlett oversaw the boundary commission team
that included a corps of scientists to collect and report observations back to Congress. During 1850
Bartlett recorded observations at various historical
and archeological sites of importance in Texas, including the missions and presidio at Goliad, missions in San Antonio, and various rock art panels at
Hueco Tanks near El Paso (Bartlett 1854). Perhaps
because El Paso is where the boundary commission
began their border survey and collaboration with
Mexico, Bartlett spent extra time at Hueco Tanks
recording rock art, bedrock mortars, and other archeological observations. Bartlett’s 1854 publication
can be considered the earliest example of scientifically approached documentation of archeology in
Texas (Figure 1). While Bartlett did not name or
number specific rock art panels, such as what today
might be considered a single archeological site,
Bartlett did scientifically approach and record archeological observations at Hueco Tanks in 1850.
Bartlett reported archeological feature dimensions,
logged his interpretation of archeological features,
and remarked about graffiti damage to rock art at
Hueco Tanks.
Bartlett wrote an interesting note that his scientific corps, while recording observations at Hueco

Tanks, had to stay aware for potential encounters
with Apache warriors. This provides an interesting
picture of this early scientific and archeological effort in Texas. One more interesting note from the
1850-1853 John Russell Bartlett boundary expedition, is that at least some of the collections or information from this expedition were sent to the
Smithsonian Institution in 1852. The Smithsonian
was created by an act of Congress in 1846, so Bartlett’s materials were sent to the Smithsonian not
long after the opening of this well-known federal
institution. The Smithsonian is a central thread
throughout the history of archeological site records
in Texas.
While William Holden was performing archeology in the Panhandle of Texas from Texas Technical
College (later Texas Tech University), he published
an article in the Bulletin of the Texas Archaeological
and Paleontological Society (1929:16) stating that
ruins in the Texas Panhandle were first reported by
Adolph Bandelier. Adolph Bandelier was a renowned archeologist of the 19th and early 20th centuries, who had a profound influence on the arche-

Figure 1. Page from Bartlett’s 1854 publication documenting archeological resources at
Hueco Tanks.
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ology of the southwestern U.S. Holden’s reference
appears to be inaccurate and is likely about Bandelier extensive expedition through parts of New
Mexico, Arizona, and northern Mexico from 18801885. Bandelier’s two-part publication about his
1880-1885 expedition does not contain any
firsthand description of sites in Texas, and in fact
Bandelier states that his 1880-1885 expedition specifically did not include Texas. Bandelier reports
knowledge of “archaeological features” in the vicinity of El Paso (Bandelier 1892:13), and potential ruins within the Canadian River valley east of a stopping point in New Mexico (Bandelier 1892:237).
Based on Bandelier’s 1890 and 1892 publications,
there is no indication that he performed any
firsthand observation or recording of archeological
sites in Texas during this expedition.
The earliest formal site recording for a single archeological site in Texas resulted from a 1907 expedition in the Texas Panhandle by T. L. Eyerly, and
shortly after from another expedition to a few sites
in eastern Texas around 1911-1912 by Clarence B.
Moore the “Steamboat Archeologist”. Eyerly’s 1907
excavation was at an archeological site he recorded
as the Buried City site in Ochiltree County, a site
name that the locals had used for years to identify
the ruins prior to his investigations (Eyerly 1908). In
east Texas Moore used a similar site recording system of assigning site names within a specific Texas
county as the unique identifier for each archeological site (Moore 1912). Another example from this
period is an archeological collection from Arthur L.
Norman of Troup, Texas referenced in the 1916
annual report of the Smithsonian Institution
(Smithsonian 1916). The Smithsonian assigned an
accession number (59252) to Norman’s collection,
however, no site name or number are associated
with the Norman collection in the 1916 Smithsonian record.
A key individual for the history of site recording
in Texas is J. E. Pearce who began teaching for the
University of Texas in 1912 and by 1919 had become Chairman of the newly formed Department
of Anthropology there. Pearce’s early archeological
site recordings appear to have used a place name
within a county such as the Gault Site in Bell County, that was initially thought to be Williamson
County (41 WM 9) and those references are still

found in the Texas Archeological Research Laboratory (TARL) records (Marybeth Tomka, personal
communication June 2020). Pearce utilized grant
funding for archeological expeditions and excavations from sources including the Smithsonian Institution and the Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial
fund. Through his frequent involvement with the
Smithsonian Institution during the 1910s it is possible that Pearce is responsible for the Norman collection at the Smithsonian. Archeological site recording was ongoing in parts of Texas before all
254 county names were in place, which didn’t happen until the 1920s.
Archeological Site Recording 1920s - 1930s
The discipline continued to gain public interest
with more people recording archeological sites, and
the University of Texas started evolving into the
institution with a centralized archeological site record for Texas. Pearce was instrumental in establishing the University of Texas as an institution through
which archeological sites were recorded for the
entire state of Texas. As the “Roaring Twenties”
arrived, Texas archeology was rapidly becoming
more diverse in the number of institutions and individuals involved. By 1927 the University of Texas
started a numbering system to record archeological
sites called the “Texas in Quads” or “the Geographic” system. This system divided Texas into five
separate quadrants based on boundaries of latitude
and longitude. The five separate quads were called:
North Texas, West Texas, Central Texas, East Texas, and South Texas. Archeological sites recorded
inside each quad were assigned a sequential number
such as WT #1 for the first archeological site assigned a number within the West Texas quad. This
system continued in use for recording sites in Texas
from the 1920s until the 1930s, possibly at late as
1939. This means that many of the earlier largescale investigations in Texas archeology, including
those performed by the Works Progress Administration (WPA) and other New Deal programs,
were using the Texas in Quads system for recording archeological sites (Marybeth Tomka, personal
communication May 2020). While the University of
Texas was using a state-wide system for the archeological site record, there were other institutions
and individuals in Texas that recorded archeological
sites with recording systems that were mostly re-
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gionally focused during this time period.
Some of the unique site recording systems started during the 1920s and at least used for a period
of time include those used by Victor J. Smith of Sul
Ross Normal College (now Sul Ross State University, 1920), the El Paso Archaeological Society (1922),
the Witte Museum in San Antonio (1926), and
George C. Martin’s coastal system (1927). There
were certainly other individuals and perhaps institutions involved in recording archeological sites by
the 1920s-1930s, however, this article highlights
those most influential on a state level with some
emphasis on north Texas.
In 1921 the Panhandle-Plains Historical Society
was founded and was instrumental in creating the
Panhandle-Plains Historical Museum (PPHM), which
opened in 1933. Beginning in the 1920s Floyd B.
Studer, the first Curator of PPHM, developed an
archeological site recording system for the region
including the Texas Panhandle that was used as the
first PPHM site recording system (Veronica Arias,
personal communication May 2020). Studer used a
serial numbering system for this region numbering
sites in sequential order (Studer 1931). As a youth
Studer worked at the 1907 Buried City investigations and continued his archeological interest of

documenting Panhandle archeology into his career
at PPHM (Hughes 2004). The institutional site recording system used by PPHM under Studer was
revised into a new PPHM site recording system in
the 1950s under then Curator, Jack Hughes. The
PPHM site recording process is an example of an
institutional site recording system in Texas that to
some extent continues today, and researchers
should be in contact with PPHM to understand if
any archeological sites have been recorded within
their areas of interest.
Another state-wide site recording system for
Texas was in use by at least 1928 and based on the
Gila Pueblo system being used in the southwestern
U. S. (Gladwin and Gladwin 1928). E. B. Sayles used
the Gila Pueblo model to develop a site recording
system for all of Texas (Sayles 1935). The Gila
Pueblo system which Sayles applied to Texas was
used by others, including Victor J. Smith in the Big

Figure 2. Method for designating archeological sites from 1935 E. B. Sayles, An Archaeological Survey
of Texas.
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Bend area, and was generally based on a grid of latitude and longitude and topographic maps of the
U.S. Geological Survey (Figure 2). Note in Figure 2
there are two areas with smaller grids that provide
more detail for site recording in the greater Abilene\central Texas area, and the El Paso\Big Bend
area. This likely reflects where E. B. Sayles, Victor J.
Smith, and others focused their archeological site
recording efforts during the 1920s-1930s. E. B.
Sayles and other founding officers of the Texas Archaeological and Paleontological Society (now the
Texas Archeological Society) were based out of the
Abilene area during the 1920s-1930s. And the Texas Archeological Society was founded in Abilene in
October of 1928.
The 1940s – 1958

western corner of the Panhandle, and quadrangle
number 81 was located at the very southern tip of
Texas. Each quadrangle was divided into a grid of 36
smaller squares labeled 1 – 9 for areas A, B, C, and
D (this was for each quadrangle).
An example of assigning a site a number from this
recording system is the first site number assigned
within the northwestern corner of quadrangle number 1 would be site 1 – A1 – 1. When reviewing
reports from the 1940s-1950s (even into the
1960s), the quadrangle numbers might be written a
variety of ways depending on the recorder or author. Regardless of the somewhat different styles,
these are still sites recorded using the Quadrangle
system. An example of how a site number would
appear recorded within Quadrangle 1: site 1-A1-1
could be written 1A1-1, 1-A-1-1, or 1A11, etc.; all
The University of Texas implemented a new site of which would be the same site in the Quadrangle
recording system in the 1940s that was used until
system. This is an example of what a site number
1958. This site recording system was called the
would look like for the first site recorded inside of
“Texas Quadrangle Grid System”, or the Quadran- grid A1 for quadrangle 1. If researchers encounter
gle system (Marybeth Tomka, personal communica- site numbers following this regime, this site was
tion May 2020). The Quadrangle system was based likely recorded between the 1940s to the 1950s
on a series of one-degree latitude and longitude
using the Quadrangle site recording system (Figure
squares laid across Texas (the quadrangles), and
3). And if no subsequent trinomial has been aseach quadrangle was numbered from 1 to 81.
signed, it is likely due to the inability to accurately
Quadrangle number 1 was located at the northplot the site on a map.

Figure 3. 1940s-1958 system for recording sites across Texas: the Texas Quadrangle Grid System, courtesy
of Marybeth Tomka at the Texas Archeological Research Laboratory.
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By the 1940s another transition was occurring
alongside the use of the Quadrangle site recording
system. The Smithsonian Institution’s River Basin
Surveys (RBS) program started recording sites
around the United States (Wills 2018), including in
Texas. The RBS program was a partnership between multiple federal agencies, typically driven by
federal funding from agencies like the U. S. Army
Corps of Engineers who built reservoir projects
that the Smithsonian RBS program then investigated
for archeology (ArcheoWebby 2012). Other federal
agencies involved in the Smithsonian RBS program
include the National Park Service, and Bureau of
Reclamation who also proposed dams and reservoirs. First started in 1945, the RBS program created an archeological recording system for all 48
states (at the time) in alphabetical order. The early
Smithsonian site recording system started at number 1 for Alabama and went through number 48 for
Wyoming; Alaska (49) and Hawaii (50) were later
added after becoming states in 1959. In alphabetical
order Texas was assigned number 41 by the Smithsonian Institution RBS program. In the mid to late
1940s this early version of what would become the
Smithsonian trinomial system for recording archeological sites did not quite look like it does today.
In Texas the RBS program was based out of the
University of Texas, and in the 1940s the university
was also managing their state-wide Quadrangle site
recording system. So at this time the University of
Texas was housing the RBS program which was required to record sites with the number “41” for all
RBS project sites in Texas, and the university was
also managing the Quadrangle site recording system
which did not require a “41” assigned for non-RBS
related site recording. See Miller and Jelks (1952)
and Cason (1952) in Volume 23 of the Bulletin of
the Texas Archaeological and Paleontological Society for interesting differences around this time in using an early version of the modern trinomial. In this
publication the examples include sites recorded
with number 41 for Texas combined with the
Quadrangle system (Miller and Jelks 1952) versus
only the Quadrangle site recording system (Cason
1952). You will sometimes see that people placed
the “41” in front of the Quadrangle numbers which
can confuse the uninitiated reader! The first RBS
Bulletin published for Texas is on archeological in-

vestigations performed for a U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers project, the 1947 Addicks Reservoir
work (Wheat 1953). There are nine archeological
sites reported in Wheat’s 1953 report on Addicks
Reservoir and each site starts with the number
“42” for the state of Texas, and as explained on
page 152 this is following the Smithsonian’s order
for states. It’s possible that Wheat was one of the
first archeologists working in Texas to apply the
Smithsonian’s alphabetical number for Texas, which
could explain why the number “42” was used
(presumably by accident) versus the number “41”
that we use today.
1958 – Present
The Smithsonian Institution is once again part of
the site record, and a key evolution in the archeological site record of Texas occurred around the
year 1958. The state-wide system implemented
through the University of Texas up until 1958 was
the Quadrangle system, and if a site was recorded
for an RBS project the site number included a “41”
for Texas. The change that occurred around the
year 1958 is that a county abbreviation or code was
adopted, again following the Smithsonian system
used around the United States. The county abbreviation was inserted into the site number after the
“41” for Texas. By 1958 the new system for recording sites was now officially referred to the
Smithsonian Institution Trinomial system (trinomial
for short). An example and explanation of the trinomial is as follows: the trinomial assigned to archeological site 41 TR 289 refers to “41” for Texas, TR
the abbreviation for Tarrant County, and 289 is the
sequential number for this site in Tarrant County
(Figure 4). Archeological site 41 TR 289 is currently
the closest recorded archeological site to the campus where North Texas Archeological Society holds
the monthly meeting. The sequential number of a
site does not necessarily mean that the site was
recorded in that order. For instance, a site recorded during the 1920s would have predated the trinomial site recording system but if submitted for a
trinomial in the year 2010, then that’s when the trinomial would be assigned. And using this example, a
site recorded in the 1920s could just be assigned
the next sequential trinomial number available for
that county.
Archeological reports and institutions recording
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Figure 4. Left: Smithsonian trinomial county abbreviations; Upper Right: 41 VV 78 (Painted Shelter site),
abbreviated trinomial painted on shelter wall during site recording in 1958 (this is not practiced
anymore); Lower Right: Explanation of trinomial using site 41 TR 289. County abbreviations courtesy of TARL and Texas Historical Commission website; VV 78 photo by J. Barrera.
archeological sites around Texas did not immediately begin to have trinomials assigned (from the University of Texas) for every site recorded starting in
1958. For example, some reports published after
1958, such as Edward B. Jelks’ 1961 RBS report,
contained the earlier quadrangle system because
Jelks had written this report during the early 1950s.
Other institutions were continuing to use or started using their own site recording systems after
1958 for various reasons, potentially related to the
cost of filing for a trinomial site number. A wellknown example of this is the Southern Methodist
University (SMU) “X” site numbering system that
was used from the 1960s until around 1979 (Missi

Green, Dan McGregor, and Alan Skinner, personal
communication May 2020). SMU was recording archeological sites following the model of the Smithsonian trinomial, but SMU assigned unique archeological site numbers to each site they recorded between the 1960s-1979. The SMU system was confusing because their site recording system put an
“X” in front of a site number they assigned, and
their site numbers resembled trinomials (but were
not trinomials). For example: An SMU site number
of this era would appear X41 TR 44, but the SMU
site recorded with an “X” was not necessarily the
same as the site assigned the official trinomial of 41
TR 44 through the University of Texas. Therefore,
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SMU’s site could be completely a different site and
in a different location, but with a similar site number to a trinomial (just with an “X”). Around 19791980 SMU did finally acquire official trinomials for
all of their “X” number sites. This is just an interesting site record legacy that folks may encounter
when reviewing site forms, reports, maps, and other documents from this time period if SMU was involved in recording those sites. TARL has a concordance list of these two sets of numbers.
Other unique site recording systems continue to
be used today including the PPHM system mentioned, also a system used by the Center for Big
Bend Studies at Sul Ross State University, and others including individuals and even agencies. It’s important for researchers to understand that folks
out there recording archeological sites are doing
the right thing. And it may be financial reasons,
time, lack of staff, or other reasons as to why an
institution, an individual, or even an agency have site
records that are either not assigned a trinomial at
all or the complete record is not centrally available
online or at TARL. The reasons are numerous reasons for site records in Texas not being centrally
available online through the THC’s Archeological
Sites Atlas. And just recognizing that is the first step
to identifying previously recorded archeological
sites within an area of interest.
Considerations about the Archeological Site Record

of Texas, TARL. The author of this article does not
have a firm count on total number of archeological
sites in Texas without a trinomial. But based on experience and interviews for this article that number
is most likely in the thousands for recorded sites
without trinomials in Texas and that are not in the
records at TARL or available online through the
Archeological Sites Atlas.
Based on the state of Texas archeological site
record that is managed by TARL and the Texas Historical Commission, there are approximately
80,000 individual archeological sites recorded with
trinomials in Texas today. These 80,000 archeological sites have trinomial numbers assigned to each of
these individual archeological sites. However, there
are many more (thousands) of archeological sites
which have been recorded in Texas, and that continue to be recorded today without assigned trinomials. The goal of this article is not to identify specifically how many site records each entity in Texas
may have without a trinomial, rather this article is
providing awareness that the site record of Texas is
not completely centralized and is really scattered
across the state at various entities. So how does a
researcher identify previously recorded archeological sites within their area of interest if you cannot
rely on a one stop shop for this information? Part of
what a researcher should check certainly includes
the standardized state records available through the
THC’s Archeological Sites Atlas. And this article
of Texas
provides considerations about the broader sources
of the archeological site record of Texas, which
The archeological site record of Texas involves
numerous institutions, agencies, organizations, and need to be utilized during archeological research.
Researchers should begin by identifying a list of
individuals who have recorded archeological sites.
institutions, agencies, individuals and perhaps other
One of the key messages for this article is that
sources of archeological records within their area
while a standardized state-wide recording system
exists, the Smithsonian trinomial site recording sys- of interest. Then the researcher should contact the
tem, not everyone used this site recording system. institutions, agencies, and individuals with archeological site records for an area of interest. This
And not everyone in Texas continues to record
should be a basic part of archeological background
archeological sites with the Smithsonian trinomial
system today. There are institutions such as muse- research that precedes archeological fieldwork or
ums and research centers, agencies, non-profit or- that supplements an ongoing archeological project.
The researchers should contact and communicate
ganizations, and numerous individuals that are recording archeological sites today with unique arche- with the entities they have identified as potential
sources for archeological site records. This means
ological site recording systems. This means that
phone calls, emails, this might mean travel to site
there are archeological site records in Texas that
records that are not centralized at TARL, and this
do not have trinomials and that are not centrally
housed in the state’s site records at the University might mean working with a specific entity to gather
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records for your area of research. This is how archeologists used to perform background research
for a project area prior to records available online.
This is suggested for folks interested to learn about
all records for their project including the diversity
of archeological records across Texas. Part of understanding this should involve talking to more experienced folks in Texas archeology to better understand where archeological sites are housed that
are not available through the online Archeological
Sites Atlas. This takes communicating with institutions, agencies, organizations, and individuals about
their site records to learn and understand what
records they have not centrally available online. A
good start here is contacting the University of Texas, TARL folks who have a very good understanding
on the site record across Texas.
A little time spent in archeological research of
site records can be very rewarding for the researcher and archeological resources. Another way
to look at this is not reinventing the wheel, if someone has recorded archeological sites in an area
where you have research interest. It sure would be
nice to know that. Spend the time contacting folks
and be prepared to work with entities that might
have limited ability to copy or scan archeological
site records. A takeaway message of this article for
the archeological researcher is that the THC’s Archeological Sites Atlas is just one piece of the archeological site record for the state of Texas. Keep
that in mind while diving into your next journey of
archeological research. And you will without a
doubt be pleasantly surprised as you learn, interact
with, and get to know more about the site records
and wonderful folks involved at many different institutions, agencies, organizations, and the various well
-researched individuals across Texas.
Some final take home tips are to utilize the site
recording information provided by both the Texas
Historical Commission regarding the Archeological
Stewards program (https://www.thc.texas.gov/
preserve/projects-and-programs/texas-archeological
-stewards), and TARL’s instructions on requesting
an archeological site trinomial (https://
liberalarts.utexas.edu/tarl/registering-sites-at-tarl/
registering-sites-at-tarl.php). To officially receive a
trinomial for an archeological site, an individual
must submit a request for trinomial to TARL.

When next engaged in the archeological site record
of Texas, think about the immense history of hard
work, and the intelligent teams and individuals that
lead to the record you are enjoying. The process
for recording an archeological site in Texas did not
appear overnight, a long and complex history is behind this important log of our state’s history and
prehistory.
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